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Understanding Forests 
Module 1 
 

Location: Witts Lookout (where rainforest meets dry open sclerophyll forest) 
 
Duration: 2 - 3 hours (if completing all activities) 
 
Activity Aim: This activity will aim to educate students about forest ecosystems, varying 
factors that drive a healthy ecosystem and forest types. The activity location provides the 
opportunity for the students to examine and compare two different forest types “Dry 
Sclerophyll” and “Rainforest”.  
 

Activity 1 

INTRODUCTION:  
Despite Australia being one of the driest continents; our country is home to millions of 
hectares of native forest. These forest communities are distinguished apart by their structure 
and dominant species.  
 
A healthy forest depends upon the interaction between invertebrates, fungi and bacteria; 
factors which are responsible for the decomposition of leaf litter, movement of water and 
release of minerals from the soil. Without these factors our forests would be unable grow and 
produce necessities such as food and shelter for many organisms including insects, birds, 
invertebrates and other animals that rely on it for survival.  
 
These organisms also play a role in the function of a healthy forest through their role in 
pollination, soil nutrients and seed dispersal. Pollination plays a critical role in maintaining these 
forest communities, as it ensures the production of seeds in flowering plants. Bees, butterflies 
and other insects are the primary pollinators of a forest. While birds are attracted to the 
luscious berries and fruit produced on many forest plants, they disperse the seeds contained 
within these fruits through droppings onto the forest floor over varied distances. Many plants 
also make use of fur on mammals for dispersal, with many seeds containing sticky resins, 
hooks or spines easy to attach to an animal just passing by. Without pollination or seed 
dispersal most of our plant species would be unable to reproduce and therefore our forests 
would cease to exist. 
 
Forests also provide a variety of other ecosystem services including nutrient cycling, carbon 
sequestration, air and water quality improvement, seed dispersal and recreational activities. 
 
Familiarise yourself with the below producers, consumers and decomposers diagram!
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Activity 1 
 
Forest Diagram  
 

1) By examining the above sketch write down what you think A, B, C, D, E, F & G represent in 
relation to a healthy and productive forest ecosystem. Also write an explanation as to what each 
factor does for a healthy ecosystem. 
 
A ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

D ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

E ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

F ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

G ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2) By examining the above sketch how many and what types of seed dispersal can you see 
occurring? 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3) What is pollination and how does it influence a healthy and productive forest?  
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4) Why are rainforests important to Indigenous Australians?  
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5) What is leaf litter and how is important in all forest types?  
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Activity 2 
 

OPEN DRY SCLEROPHYLL FOREST 
As you sit amongst Witt’s Lookout in an Open Dry Sclerophyll Forest examine the habitat around you. These 
forests are not as dense as a rainforest, with trees equal to or less than 30m; they typically lack moisture and are 
distinctly drier. Eucalypts dominate the upper canopy, sometimes Banksias, She-oaks or Paperbarks. The 
understory is more dense then the upper canopy and is dominated by drought tolerant shrubs, sedges, herbs 
and grasses. Look at the leaf litter layer it is not as thick as that of a rainforest, lacks in moisture and contains 
different plant species. If She-oak species are present you will find a thick layer of needle like brown leaves 
amongst the litter.  
 
 

Forest Layers 
1) The below image shows the structure of an Open Dry Sclerophyll Forest. Match the words to the correct 

layers of the forest. Keeping in mind one of the layers listed is not present in this type of forest as it is not a 
Rainforest with trees that exceed 30m in height. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Canopy 30m 

Understory 0 – 5m 

Shrubs  

Herbs & Grasses 

Forest Floor 
Roots 

Leaf Litter 

Emergent Trees 35 – 50m 
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2) What factors do you think impacted and influenced the composition of this Open Dry Sclerophyll Forest? 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Seed Dispersal 

3) In the space around you without damaging or altering the existing habitat draw in the boxes below 4 
different seeds/seed capsules or berries you can identify on the ground.  

(Allow 15 minutes for this activity. Teachers to identify seeds as an activity back at camp. Take photos of them 
if you wish and bring them up on the projector screen to remind the kids of what the seed looked like)  

 
 
 

 
 
 
Bark Texture 

 
4) Choose a tree on the edge of the footpath so you do not have to walk into the bushland. Examine the 

bark and sketch what you see in the box on the left. Circle which texture you think it is on the right. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Smooth 

Furrowed & Rough 

(i.e.) furrowed is deep grooves/chunks of bark 
like the IRONBARK gum tree 

Papery 

Smooth  Tessellated Rough 
(bottom half is tessellated or whole tree) 

(i.e.) tessellated is distinct small flakes compacted 
together in a pattern. Usually the shape in that 

pattern with consist of one of the following 
uneven squares, rectangles or circles. 
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Activity 3 
 
TROPICAL RAINFOREST 
 
As you meander down the stairs to the Cloudy Creek walking track you will find yourself amongst a dense 
rainforest of figs, lawyer vine, tree ferns, ground orchids, coral fungi, Melaleucas and Angophoras just to name a 
few. Look down at the leaf litter you notice it is denser and higher in moisture compared to the Open Dry 
Sclerophyll Forest. As you look up into the canopy of the rainforest you notice there are distinctly larger trees 
emerging from the upper canopy layer; these trees generally grow to a height of 50m with many classed as part 
of the emergent canopy layer. The rainforest structure is typically denser, temperature is cooler as minimal light is 
allowed to penetrate through the dense canopy layer. As you look back towards the ground you notice the 
understory layer is dominated by palms, ferns, vines and small trees with minimal grasses, herbs and sedges to be 
seen. There are many different types of rainforest however they all have dominant features when compared to 
Eucalypt forests. 
 
Rainforests contain a large diversity of plants and animals; many with adaptations to life in the rainforest. Observe 
the plants and animals around you before your next activity. 
 

Rainforest Plants  
1) Draw arrows from the plant type or plant feature listed in the circle to the images provided 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Epiphyte 

Buttress Roots Fungi 

Fern Strangler Fig 

Emergent Canopy 
Tree  
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Rainforest Animals 
2) Connect the description that best fits with the rainforest animal pictured below by writing the 

corresponding alphabetic letter in the box provided: 
 
(A) I scurry through the moist leaf litter finding shelter and food in tree hollows, logs, and loose bark. I eat 
decaying plant material on the forest floor. 
 

(B) I prefer areas with high levels of moisture. I am particularly active at night and vocal during a rainfall event. I 
hop around the leaf letter, grasses, shrubs and sedges where I find shelter from predators and food including 
insects and invertebrates. 
 
(C) I fly and hop through the different layers of the rainforest chasing food, shelter and a potential mate for 
reproduction. You usually hear me before you see me. I am mostly active and easier to see in the early morning 
or late afternoon. 
 
(D) I originate as a caterpillar feeding on leaves. Once I am mature I have wings and can flutter through 
different layers of the rainforest, pollinating flowers in bloom and resting on stems and dead branches in the 
shade of the forest floor. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Epiphytes 

3) What is an epiphyte? How does the plant survive in this mutual relationship? 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  

    

Frog Butterfly Cockroach Bird 
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Rainforest Layers 
4) The below sketch shows the structure of Tropical Rainforest. Match the words to the correct layers of the 

forest.  
 

 

Understory 0 – 5m 

Small trees 

Ferns 

Canopy 30m 

Forest Floor 
Fungi 

Leaf Litter 

Emergent Trees 35 – 50m 

Fungi 


